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HD Systems Integration 

We take the mystery out of technology. 

Electronic Systems Design and Installation 

Are you in search of the perfect, customized home theater? Do you need a reliable security 
system for your home or office? Would you like to take advantage of cutting-edge technology 
in wiring your home for audio? 

HD Systems Integration has the electronics knowledge, expertise, and professionalism you’re 
looking for.  

We’ll help you choose electronics that fit your lifestyle and budget, and then we’ll install them 
for you with meticulous attention to detail. Plus, we’ll give you a single remote control and a 
one-on-one training session to make sure you know how to use your system without having 
to read through complicated user manuals.  

Design 

Our home theater designs are customized to fit your space, style, and budget. We’ll work with 
you to determine the best solution for your living space and then we’ll help you choose the 
right TV, components, and speaker placement for your home theater. 

Installation 

We back all of our installations with a 100% satisfaction guarantee. Our attention to detail 
ensures the best possible speaker placement and projection and top of the line, highly 
functional security systems. You’ll be able to relax while enjoying your home theater, and 
you’ll sleep soundly knowing that licensed professionals installed your security system. 
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Programming and Training 

Who needs a big pile of remote controls? All of our designs and installations operate on a 
single remote. Best of all, you won’t have to read any manuals because we’ll personally show 
you how to use your system and the remote that controls it.  

Security 

Protect your home or business with a security system designed with your safety in mind and 
installed by highly trained professionals. All systems are top quality and easy to use. We’ll 
work closely with you to help you choose the system that provides the safety and security you 
need.  

Meet Our Team 

We believe that the best service is personal service, so we work closely with all of our clients. 
We pride ourselves on being experts in electronics and also for our friendly, professional 
service. Plus, at HD Systems Integration, we always offer competitive pricing. Visit our 
services page to learn more about the many services we provide for residential and business 
applications. 

Call us today for a consultation: (413) 642-0379  
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About Us 
HD Systems Integration is a locally owned, small business based in Western Massachusetts, 
serving residents and businesses that need help choosing, setting up, installing, and 
managing their consumer electronics.  

Founder and President of HD Systems Integration, Jayson P. Lacasse, has been in the 
electronics industry since 1996. In 2006, Jayson established HD Systems Integration. Since 
then, Jayson and his team have been providing high quality, customized security and home 
theater design, installation, programming, and training as well as a number of other 
electronics-related services. 

Mission Statement: Get it installed and set up 

We help customers find the most ideal system or solution available, and then install it on time 
and within budget. We want our customers to be comfortable with the equipment we install, 
so we show all clients how to use their new systems. We maintain our knowledge through 
ongoing training to ensure that we are always up to date with the latest technologies, 
techniques, and practices. 

Philosophy: 

We understand that our customers are the driving force behind our business. Our objective is 
to provide the very best in professional and courteous service as well as competitive pricing. 
We conduct all business with a clear commitment to ethical conduct using six basic 
principles: 

• Be trustful 

• Keep an open mind 

• Meet all obligations 

• Maintain clear documentation 

• Be involved in the community 

• Be respectful at all times 
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We continue to provide exceptional service after the sale to ensure our customers years of 
enjoyment and peace of mind. 

 
Licensing and Certification: 
 

MA – Department of Public Safety 
S-License SSCO001053 
 
MA – Division of Professional Licensure of electricians registered system contractor 
C-License 7035C 
 
CT – Electrical Limited Contractor 
C5-License ELC.0193216-C5 
 
OSHA 10 Certification 
 

Visit our services page to learn more, or call us to schedule a consultation: (413) 642-
0379  
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Why Choose Us 
HD Systems Integration takes the mystery out of technology.  

Electronics Experts 

At HD Systems Integration, we’re passionate about technology. We track trends, 
developments, and the latest electronic products on the market so we can help you choose 
the best security system or home theater components based on your lifestyle, home size and 
space, and budget.  

Personalized Service 

We interview all of our clients carefully and thoughtfully to make sure we understand their 
personal needs and requirements. Then we find the products that are a perfect match for our 
clients’ individual needs.  

Every system is custom designed to tailor fit our customers’ homes or offices and the 
installation techniques we use have a minimal impact on day-to-day activity at the job site. 
We are always conscious of our clients’ comfort. 

We show all of our clients how to use their new electronics through a straightforward training 
session. We read the user manuals, so you don’t have to. 

Competitive Pricing 

All of our products and services are priced competitively. As a small, locally owned business, 
customer service is our top priority, and fair, competitive pricing is an essential component of 
quality customer service.  

Our team members and associates are professional and courteous, and the products we sell 
are cutting edge. Part of our job is to ensure that every one of our customers has an excellent 
experience working with HD Systems Integration. Your happiness is our success! 

Visit our services page to learn more or call today to schedule a consultation: (413) 
642-0379  
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Services 
HD Systems Integration offers a suite of products and services to enhance the electrical 
wiring and electronic components in your home or office. From state-of-the art home theaters 
to top of the line security systems, we’re ready to fulfill your electronics needs.   

Alarm Systems - Our alarm systems keep your family safe at home and your valuables safe 
at the office. We offer a number of product options and expert installations by licensed 
professionals.  

Camera Systems - Enhance the security in your home or place of business with a camera 
system that discourages intruders and captures activities around the premises on video that 
can be easily accessed from anywhere in the world.  

Intercom - Instant communication and added security are accessible with a comprehensive 
intercom system, including systems that feature video feeds, so you can screen visitors, 
monitor the premises, and remotely unlock doors. 

Home Theater - Get a home theater that offers the very best in entertainment. We’ll design 
and install the entire system, and then show you how to use it with a single, universal remote 
control.  

Whole House Audio - We bring all of your audio systems together to create a single audio 
system that is wired throughout your home. Each room is equipped with speakers and a 
universal remote control. Different audio feeds can play in different rooms simultaneously.  

Structured Wiring - We organize cable and/or satellite video lines, phone lines, computer 
network lines and cables throughout your home or office, streamlining them into a safe and 
tidy system connected efficiently and professionally through a series of wall plates and a 
master control panel.  

Call us today to learn more or to schedule a consultation: (413) 642-0379 
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Whole House Audio 
You have a stereo in your living room, an iPod in your bedroom, and a satellite radio in the 
garage. Some of your music is on CD; some of it’s on your computer. Sometimes you want to 
listen to a particular album, but then you’d have to move to a different room in your house. 

Modern technology allows you to connect all of your audio electronics, joining them together 
in a single system that can be accessed, controlled, and enjoyed from any room in your 
house. Best of all, this system allows different audio to stream into different rooms 
simultaneously. 

HD Systems Integration offers the very best components and installation in whole house 
audio. We’ll connect all of your electronics, implementing a cutting-edge system that is 
customized for your home, including outdoor areas.  

Imagine—your digital music, CDs, and the radio—all of your audio components connected in 
one system, accessible from every room and by everyone in your home. One family member 
can entertain on the patio to the sounds of rock and roll while another relaxes to smooth jazz 
in the bedroom. 

It all starts with a simple consultation. Our experts will meet with you at your location to 
establish your whole house audio needs. Then we’ll get to work designing a whole house 
audio system that reaches out to every room and person in your home. 

Call us today to get started: (413) 642-0379 
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Home Theater 
Is your home entertainment system working for you?  

Are your wires tangled up and exposed? Sound not getting to one of your speakers? Are you 
frustrated by multiple remote controls? Has enjoying a bit of music or a movie become a 
chore? 

There’s no point spending your money on audio and video components if you can’t enjoy 
them properly or if their features are too confusing to use. You need a home theater that 
works for you—one that’s easy to use and offers high quality audio and video. 

HD Systems Integration has the expertise in technology and electronics to build a home 
theater that you and your family can easily control and happily experience. We can design a 
new home theater from the ground up or we can redesign your existing system.  

All of our home theater designs are customized for your living space and for your lifestyle and 
personal needs, including your budget. Our home theater installations are clean—all the 
wires will be neatly hidden away out of sight. Best of all, you’ll get a single remote control, 
and we’ll make sure you know how to use it! 

Home theaters include a big screen television or projector, surround sound speakers, a 
receiver, and a video player. HD Systems Integration makes sure all of these components 
connect smoothly and work perfectly. 

Imagine being able to sit back and enjoy your home theater without any hassle.  

Call us today to set up a consultation: (413) 642-0379 
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Alarm Systems 
You’ve worked hard building your business, and your home is your personal haven. You want 
to protect your business and your home by keeping your assets and your family safe from 
intruders.  

A security system will provide the protection you need. Security and alarm systems are 
affordable, preventative measures you can take in protecting your valuables, including loved 
ones. Plus, by installing a security system, you could save up to 20% on your property 
insurance. 

HD Systems Integration has the expertise to help you determine which system best suits your 
needs. We work with a wide range of security systems and can counsel you on the benefits 
of each, and then help you choose one that will ensure your safety.  

We’ll install your system quickly, efficiently, and effectively, and we’ll set it up without 
disturbing the daily activities at your home or office. Then we’ll show you how to use your 
system so you can be confident in your investment. 

Once you’ve hired us to set up your security system, we believe it’s our job to make sure 
you’re protected while you’re at home or while you’re away, and we take that responsibility 
seriously.  

Let a team of licensed professionals guide and assist you in protecting your home or office. 

Call us today to get started: (413) 642-0379 
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Structured Wiring 
Have you ever examined the wiring in your home or office? If you look behind the walls, you 
might find stray or loose wires, cables, or phone lines. Does it look like an electronics store 
exploded in your basement? Sloppy wiring is not pretty, certainly not convenient, and may not 
be safe.  

Structured wiring involves cleanly running and labeling all wires, cables, and lines throughout 
a building to an orderly electrical box. Loose wiring in the walls, basement, or attic are 
reorganized and connected through wall plates that are placed strategically throughout the 
home or office. 

HD Systems Integration offers structured wiring for all low-voltage electrical lines, including 
cable, phone, and computer (internet connections, such as cable or DSL). The lines are 
safely connected, neatly organized, and clearly labeled.  

In some cases, loose or exposed wires may present safety hazards, with risks that include 
tripping, accidentally dismantling the wiring that is in place, and at worst, poor wiring could 
present a fire hazard.  

Make sure the wiring in your home or office is safe and secure with HD System Integration’s 
structured wiring services. Our technicians are licensed, experienced experts in their field. 

Call us today to discuss how we can improve the wiring in your building: (413) 642-0379 
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Intercom 
Instant communication doesn’t have to involve yelling through the walls to call the family for 
dinner, and it’s not necessary to get up and trek through the office for a meeting or even to 
ask someone in another office (or building) a simple question.  

Intercom systems allow you to communicate instantly throughout your home or office. 
Whether you need to give someone a brief message or quickly deal with a sudden 
emergency, intercom systems make communication fast and effective.  

HD Systems Integration offers intercom systems built with the best hardware and circuitry 
available. We offer plenty of options in models and accessories and can advise you on the 
intercom system that best suits your needs at home or at the office.  

Imagine having the ability to communicate instantly with the touch of a single button. Get an 
intercom with video and use it to screen visitors, monitor the baby, or to enhance your 
security or alarm system.  

All of HD Systems Integration’s intercom installations are easy to use, and we offer a wide 
range of features and accessories, all of which improve security and communications.  

Want to learn more about installing an intercom in your home or office? Give us a call: (413) 
642-0379 
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Camera Systems 
Nothing thwarts a thief like a security camera. Security systems that use alarms are effective 
for preventing security breaches, but camera systems go a step further by recording the 
goings-on around the premises to divert and capture questionable or illicit activities. 

A closed-circuit camera system closes gaps in traditional, alarm-based security systems. 
Using strategically placed cameras to record video footage, camera systems capture not only 
intruders, but also internal breaches. More importantly, such systems discourage undesirable 
behavior, such as employee theft. 

HD Systems Integration provides a wide range of camera systems. We can install a simple 
residential system or a large-scale, commercial security camera system with multiple 
locations that are managed remotely from anywhere in the world. Our expertise in the 
security field allows us to help our clients choose the ideal system and get it installed by 
licensed professionals.  

Few security systems offer the assurance of a comprehensive, closed-circuit camera system 
in which recordings provide added safety against wrongdoings. When you capture an intruder 
or violator on camera, the evidence is rock-solid. 

Remember, nobody wants to be caught on tape! With a security camera system, you’ll feel 
more safe and secure than ever.  

Call us today to learn how a camera system can increase the security in your home or office: 
(413) 642-0379 

 

 

 


